Saturday 2 June
Strictly Come Dancing dance professionals Ian Waite and Oti Mabuse are joining forces to embark on a 60-date tour of the UK with their new stage show, An Audience With Ian Waite and Oti Mabuse – Rhythm of the Night promises fans an evening of high intensity Latin and Ballroom favourites in one thrilling evening designed to dazzle.

Friday 25 May
The UK’s premier Rock & Roll production That’ll Be The Day returns with another brand new show! Highly acclaimed for its stunning live entertainment value, That’ll Be The Day is an outstanding celebration for all true fans of the golden era of popular music.

Highly acclaimed for its stunning live entertainment value, That’ll Be The Day is an outstanding celebration for all true fans of the golden era of popular music.

Prepared with an unforgettable night of nostalgia, laughs and ROCK ‘N’ ROLL!

Step back in time to the halcyon days of the 1950s with this amazing new show! Spanning the 50s, 60s & '70s, That’ll Be The Day is a musical feast of 60s classics, with an array of hilarious and heart-warming comic sketches, delivered with the spirit of true rock’n’roll.

Monday 18 June
Following the extraordinary success of the Cradle To Grave tour, I move on to my final statement that I will never undertake such a venture again. The applause of the public can be a seductive narcotic and weaker souls than I would be tempted to repeat the thrills harvested during that lamentable undertaking of a tour with the &. After much reflection I have decided that I can never allow such rampant narcissism to cloud my judgment. I said ‘one farewell’ and I meant ‘one farewell tour’. There will be no more.

Grumpy Old Women
That’s a fact, as Grumpy Old Women have put their knobbly old feet up and retired from the stage. But with the world in a bigger mess than ever, is there anything that can tempt them off their backsides to unleash their superpowers and once more come to the rescue?!

Join us for 90 mins of brand new “full-fat”, “batteries included” comedy from the mistresses of grump.

Wednesday 6 June
Starring Jenny Eclair, Dillie Keane and Lizzie Roper
Fed up with flogging their guts out and always having to be in charge, the Grumpy Old Women have put their knobbly old feet up and retired from the stage. But with the world in a bigger mess than ever, is there anything that can tempt them off their backsides to unleash their superpowers and once more come to the rescue?

June 2018
City Hall e-alerts
Be the first to know! Join our free email alerts and receive email updates when new shows go on sale, simply sign up online or speak to our box office team.
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The UK’s premier Rock & Roll production That’ll Be The Day returns with another brand new show! Highly acclaimed for its stunning live entertainment value, That’ll Be The Day is an outstanding celebration for all true fans of the golden era of popular music.
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Looking ahead...

That’ll Be The Day

Friday 25 May

The UK’s premier Rock & Roll production That’ll Be The Day returns with another brand new show!

Highly acclaimed for its stunning UK entertainment value, That’ll Be The Day is an outstanding celebration for all fans of the golden era of popular music.

This latest production features a fantastic new line-up of smash hits spanning the 50s, 60s & 70s, plus more side-splitting comic sketches, all performed live on stage!

Prepare for an unforgettable night of nostalgia, laughs and ROCK ‘N’ ROLL!

www.thatllbetheday.com

That’ll Be The Day

UK Tour

Grumpy Old Women To The Rescue

Wednesday 6 June

Starring Jenny Eclair, Dillie Keane and Lizzie Roper

Fed up with flogging their guts out and always having to be in charge, the Grumpy Old Women have put their knobbly old feet up in glorious retirement, free at last to practise their extreme colouring-in, ukelele orchestra and novelty fudge-making.

But with the world in a bigger mess than ever before, is there anything that can tempt them off their backsides to unleash their superpowers and once more come to the rescue?!

Join us for 90 mins of brand new ‘full-fat’, ‘batteries included’ comedy from the mistresses of grump.

***** “Expect a party” The Times
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Saturday 2 June

Strictly Come Dancing star professionals Ian Waite and Oti Mabuse are joining forces to embark on a 60-date tour of the UK with their new stage show.

An Audience With Ian Waite and Oti Mabuse – Rhythm of the Night promises fans an extravaganza of high intensity Latin and Ballroom favourites in one thrilling evening designed to dazzle.

During the evening dance enthusiasts will be transported away to a place packed with wonderful moments, with both Ian and Oti, two of the best-loved entertainers, and a chance to learn more about Ian and Oti and their own lives.
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Danny Baker Good Time Charlie’s Back

Wednesday 18 July

Following the extraordinary success of the Cradle To Grave Tour, I have decided to re-record my initial statement that I would never undertake such a venture again. The applause of the public can be a seductive narcotic and weaker souls than I would be tempted to repeat the thrill harvested during that Ipanema weekend of joy if it is simple to bolster their already outstanding ego. After much reflection, I have decided that I cannot allow such temptations to cloud my judgment. I said ‘one farewell tour’ and I meant ‘one farewell tour’. There will be no more.

****

“A delightful nostalgia fest. An evening ‘well’ like no other”, Mail on Sunday
Follow us on …
City Hall e-alerts
Be the first to know!
Join our free email alerts and receive email updates when new shows go on sale, simply sign up online or speak to our box office team.

Payment and postage
As part of our commitment to greener travel, we have reduced the number of printed tickets available. If you would like to collect your tickets in person, you can do so at the box office before the performance. If you would like your tickets posted to you, please add £1.50 or include a stamped addressed envelope. Cheque payments need to be made payable to Wiltshire Council.

Saturday 2 June
Strictly Come Dancing dance professionals Ian Waite and Oti Mabuse are heading back to Salisbury to embark on a UK-wide tour of their dance show.
An Audience With Ian Waite and Oti Mabuse – Rhythm of the Night promises fan-favs an evening of high intensity Latin and Ballroom favourites in one thrilling evening designed to dazzle.
During the evening dance enthusiasts will be transported away to a place packed with wonderful moments, with both fun-filled, fleet-footed entertainment and a chance to learn more about Ian and Oti and their lives.

Friday 25 May
The UK’s premier Rock & Roll production That’ll Be The Day returns with another brand new show!
Highly acclaimed for its stunning UK entertainment value, That’ll Be The Day is an outstanding celebration for all true fans of the golden era of popular music.
This latest production features a fantastic new line-up of smash hits spanning the 50s, 60s & 70s, plus more side-splitting comic sketches, all performed live on-stage!
Prepare for an unforgettable night of nostalgia, laughs and ROCK ‘N’ ROLL!
‘The Best Rock & Roll Show on the Road!’ – Time Out
www.thatllbetheday.com
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Strictly Come Dancing dance professionals Ian Waite and Oti Mabuse are heading back to Salisbury to embark on a UK-wide tour of their dance show.
An Audience With Ian Waite and Oti Mabuse – Rhythm of the Night promises fan-favs an evening of high intensity Latin and Ballroom favourites in one thrilling evening designed to dazzle.
During the evening dance enthusiasts will be transported away to a place packed with wonderful moments, with both fun-filled, fleet-footed entertainment and a chance to learn more about Ian and Oti and their lives.

Friday 25 May
The UK’s premier Rock & Roll production That’ll Be The Day returns with another brand new show!
Highly acclaimed for its stunning UK entertainment value, That’ll Be The Day is an outstanding celebration for all true fans of the golden era of popular music.
This latest production features a fantastic new line-up of smash hits spanning the 50s, 60s & 70s, plus more side-splitting comic sketches, all performed live on-stage!
Prepare for an unforgettable night of nostalgia, laughs and ROCK ‘N’ ROLL!
‘The Best Rock & Roll Show on the Road!’ – Time Out
www.thatllbetheday.com

Sunday 26 June
Join us for 90 mins of brand new ‘full-fat’, ‘batteries included’ comedy from the mistresses of grump.
***** "Expect a party" The Times
**City Hall e-alerts**

*Be the first to know!* Join our free email alerts and receive email updates when new shows go on sale, simply sign up online or speak to our box office team.

**Payment and postage**

As our major shows are oné-off events, they are non-returnable and non-refundable. Theatre tickets are subject to availability. Payment is by card, cheque or PayPal. Cheque payments must be made payable to Wiltshire Council. Cheques will normally be refunded if a show is cancelled. Please allow seven working days for cheques to clear before tickets can be issued. If you would like your tickets posted to you please add £1.50 or enclose a stamped SAE.
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